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ABSTRACT

Municipalities are traditionally responsible for several regional planning and development tasks even if different systems have evolved in the Member States of the European Union. The administration of regional planning has been strongly influenced by the European integration. The allocation of the European Structural and Investment Funds was a major task of the recipients. The regional approach of the structural funds was a catalyst for the territorial reforms in several EU Member States. Although originally the regional reforms were based on the NPM-related reforms the changes were supported by the post-NPM paradigms (especially by the Good Governance paradigm) as well. In several countries the Crisis caused centralisation and the concentration of the structures. Thus three major models could be distinguished: centralised regional development systems, decentralised systems and federal systems. The characteristics of these systems are reviewed in the article focusing on their major differences and similarities.
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1 Introduction

The significance of the public administration increased in the field of the regional development in the last decades. Not only the nation states but the supranational integrations had important competencies in the regional development. In Europe the European Union became an outstanding actor of the regional policies (see Table 1).

1 This article was supported by the János Bolyai Research Scholarship of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. This article is part of the research project „New tendencies of regulating the Single Market and their effects on the organization and functioning of public administration” No. OTKA K 112550 (leader of the project: Prof. Dr. Marianna Nagy).
Because of the prominent role of the public administration the administrative structures of the management of the regional development is an important topic. The phenomenon of the regionalism, the role of the EU and its regional development strategies and the political economy of the regionalism are recent topics of the analysis as well as the structure and characteristics of the different regional development bodies and agencies. The local governance and the local policy making procedures have been analysed by several volumes and articles. These analyses focused on the economic and policy-making (‘governance’) issues of the topic and has only been reviewed by the jurisprudence partly.

Therefore the comparison of the legal regulations on the role of the local governments in the field of the regional development can offer a different view on a topic which is analysed in detail. The impact of the legal system of the given countries and the influence of the legislation of the European Union can be observed by this approach, as well. In the new Member States and in the Mediterranean countries this influence is more significant, because their regional units are mainly less developed and transition regions. These regions are the main primary recipients of the EU funds (see Table 2).

---

4 See for example Keating & Loughlin, 1997.
5 See for example Halkier et al., 1998.

---

### Table 1 Resources for economic, social and territorial cohesion in the EU (2014-2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Resource (in 2011 prices)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resources for economic, social and territorial cohesion (2014-2020) in the EU</td>
<td>EUR 325 145 694 739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– from this allocated to the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European Social Fund (ESF) and the Cohesion Fund</td>
<td>EUR 322 145 694 739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– from this allocated for Youth Employment Initiative (YEI)</td>
<td>EUR 3 000 000 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Art. 91(1) of Regulation (EU) No 1303/2013
Table 2 Allocations of the resources for the Investment for growth and jobs goal (2014-2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Allocation of the resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less developed regions</td>
<td>52,45% (EUR 164 279 015 916)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition regions</td>
<td>10,24% (EUR 32 084 931 311)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More developed regions</td>
<td>15,67% (EUR 49 084 308 755)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion Fund (For the given Member States)</td>
<td>21,19% (EUR 66 362 384 703)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional funding for the outermost regions identified in Article 349 TFEU</td>
<td>0,44% (EUR 1 386 794 724)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100% (EUR 313 197 435 409)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Art 92(1) of Regulation (EU) No 1303/2013

2 Methods and Hypothesis

The analysis is focused on the legal regulations on the organisation and the powers and duties of the local and regional governments. Therefore the main question of the analysis is the centralised and decentralised approach of the national systems. A preliminary question is the approach of the centralisation. The definition of centralisation is contradictory. In classical administrative jurisprudence centralisation is interpreted as a concept by which the unity of the administration is ensured (Kuhlmann and Wollmann, 2014, pp. 119–121). In the traditional jurisprudential approach the centralisation is closely linked to the tasks of the central administration. This legal approach is problematic in the federal states, where the federal units are interpreted as units with statehood. Therefore legally the federal states could have a centralised systems, because in these countries the most important actors in the field of regional development are the member states of the federations (Bäumer & Kroës, 2016, pp. 63–64). These entities – for example the Austrian Länder – are interpreted as subnational units by the approach of the comparative governance. The subnational and therefore regional-like status is emphasized by the comparative governance however these units have legally central administration because they have statehood. Therefore – legally – these systems can be interpreted as centralised systems from the point of view of the municipal tasks.

Three main models will be distinguished by the analysis: firstly the centralised model, secondly the decentralised model and thirdly the federal model.
### Table 3 Overview of the main models of the administration of the regional development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Centralised model</th>
<th>Decentralised model</th>
<th>Federal model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralised systems (Slovenia, Greece, Lithuania, Estonia)</td>
<td>Regional development administration based on regional (3rd tier) governments (France, Italy, Poland, Bavaria)</td>
<td>Regional planning centralised by the member states of the federation (Austria, smaller German provinces)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Centralised hybrid systems:  
  - Centralised regulation with regional development councils (Czech Republic, Latvia)  
  - Transition to the decentralised systems: inter-municipal associations as managing authorities (Ireland before 2000) | Between federalism and decentralisation:  
  - A “quasi” or “de-facto” federation and the regional development (Spain)  
  - An asymmetrical federation (?) (United Kingdom) | Federal models with shared competences between state and local government (majority of the German provinces, Belgium) |
| Transition to the decentralised systems: inter-municipal associations as managing authorities (Ireland, Portugal) | | |
| Centralised systems with partial competences of the regional (2nd tier local) governments (Sweden, Slovakia, Hungary) | | |

### 3 Results and Discussions: Regulation on the Organisation of the Regional Development in Europe

#### 3.1 Centralised Model (In Small Countries)

The centralised model is based on the determinative role of the central government and its agencies. In this model the local and regional governments have several competencies in the field of regional development and planning. Although the municipalities can have important tasks in the field of planning the majority of the policy-making responsibilities – especially the preparation and approval of the major plans and the management of the allocation of the development funds – are centralised.

Firstly in several countries hybrid bodies have evolved which mainly belong to the central administration but the inclusion of the local and regional govern-
ments in the decision-making process is enabled by this regulation. Secondly the major planning and the resource allocation duties and responsibilities – typically in the field of the management of the EU development funds – are centralised, but the regional governments of these countries have important planning competencies.

3.1.1 Centralised Systems

The centralised systems are based on the determinative tasks and powers of the central government and its agencies.

This model is followed by the small Member States of the European Union, especially by the countries which have a one-tier local government system. This type of centralised model has evolved in Slovenia. The country is divided into 212 municipalities which are classified as LAU-2 units, therefore they could not perform regional development tasks independently. Although these municipalities take part in the decision-making of the regional development (Deželan et al., 2014, pp. 547–573.), the regional development policy belongs to the competences of the central government (Ravšelj & Aristovnik, 2017, p. 80). In Slovenia, regional and subregional development agencies have been organised. These agencies have professional staffs, and they assist the municipalities in fulfilling their development goals. However, these bodies could be considered as the special agencies of the central government (Ploštajner, 2005, p. 227).

Similarly, Lithuania and Estonia have a one-tier system and thus their regional development administration is strongly centralised. In Estonia and Lithuania these tasks are performed primarily by the ministries responsible for regional development and local government (Adams, 2006. p. 162, Hooghe et al, 2016, pp. 438–440).

Although the Greek 2nd tier local governments have several planning competences the Greek regional development administration is strongly centralised, especially the allocation of the EU funds belongs to the central government and its agencies (Christopoulos, 1999, pp. 158–159 and Hooghe et al, 2016, pp. 468–472).

3.1.2 Centralised Hybrid Systems

The centralised hybrid models have evolved in the late 1990s. This model is based on a centralised national system combined with a bottom-up planning model.

3.1.2.1 Centralised Regulation with Regional Development Councils

In this model the planning is centralised, the major decisions are made by the central government. Although the first and the second tier local governments have some planning tasks and responsibilities, but in the NUTS-2 level special hybrid bodies are organised.
This model was applied by Hungary formerly. In 1996/1997 when the Act XXI of 1996 on the Regional Development and Spatial Planning was passed the regional development tasks were delegated to special hybrid bodies, to the County Development Councils (megyei területfejlesztési tanács). These bodies were originally tripartite bodies: the local and the central government and the social partners in the counties could delegate the members of the councils. In 2001 the former tripartite nature of the County Development Councils changed: the members of these councils were the delegates of the central government and the local governments. By this reform – regarding to the pre-accession procedure and the Agenda 2000 reforms of the EU funds – 7 NUTS-2 level Regional Development Councils were established, because the 19 Hungarian counties were NUTS-3 units (Pálné Kovács, 2014, pp. 97–100). These bodies were bipartite bodies, like the County Development Councils. The tasks of the managing authorities were fulfilled by the ministries and the agencies of the central government (Szalai, 2004, pp. 230–233). After the municipal reforms in 2011/12 this model was changed and a centralised system with developing 2nd tier local governments evolved.

The Czech model is a transition to the inter-municipal one: in 2002 8 NUTS-2 level Regional Council was established. The members of the Regional Councils are the delegates of the 14 second tier local government, the NUTS-3 level county governments (kraj). The Regional Councils could be considered as special inter-municipal cooperation and the managing authorities are the bodies of these regional organisations. The hybrid element of the Czech system is the centralised planning procedure and the supervisory competences of the central government (Piattoni, 2008, 174–175).

A similar model has evolved in Latvia – which has a one-tier municipal system – where the Regional Development Law of 2002 established special, hybrid bodies in the planning regions (Tatham, 2016, p. 261).

### 3.1.2.2 Transition to the Decentralised Systems: Inter-Municipal Associations as Managing Authorities

One of the most typical examples is the model of Ireland. Ireland was in the 1970s one of the poorest states in Western Europe. After 1973, after the Accession of Ireland to the European Economic Community and the expansion of the European cohesion policy, this country received significant European development funds. First of all, the administration and management of the planning and the allocation of the European funds has been centralised, the managing authorities were practically the agencies of the central government. The New Public Management paradigm and later the Good Governance paradigm impacted the Irish regional development model (MacCarthaigh, 2017, pp. 6–7): the reforms in the 1990s aimed to decentralise the system. Firstly, the municipalities were obliged to establish Local Development Boards which became the actors of the planning policy. In 2000 the City and County Development Boards were established which are the special committees of the

---
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given county and city local government, but they are guided by a member of the central government’s Local Development Liaison Team (Adshead, 2003, pp. 119–122). Thus these boards are practically hybrid bodies. In the 1990s – taking into account the regionalisation tendencies – two special bodies were established: the two regional assemblies, which are practically the managing authorities of the operative programs based on the European Regional Development Fund and the European Social Fund. These bodies are not considered as an independent regional tier by the Irish administrative law: the members of the assemblies are not elected but delegated by the municipalities and the county and city councils and they do not have general powers – unlike the Irish local governments (Callanan, 2003, pp. 437–438). Because of these special characteristics, these bodies can be interpreted as special inter-municipal associations of the Irish first and second tier local governments. Although the national planning has remained centralised, the regional development became decentralised, thus a transition model have evolved. This model remained after the transformation of the Irish economy. Now Ireland is a relatively rich Member State of the European Union: in 2016 the Irish GDP per capita is 177% of the average of the EU-28 (Eurostat, 2017) and therefore the Irish regions are classified as more developed regions. Thus the decentralisation tendencies were parallel to the decrease of the significance of the EU funds in the Irish economy. In Ireland the bodies responsible for decision-making and for the executive tasks are mainly companies owned by the public bodies: the regional development agencies (Halkier, 2012, p. 47).

A similar model has evolved in Portugal: the managing authorities of the regional development are practically inter-municipal associations of the second-tier local governments. Practically, this task was a catalyst of the inter-municipal cooperation in Portugal which has not long tradition in the Southwestern country of the European continent (Teles, 2016, pp. 63–64). For decision making and the policy making tasks companies were established by these inter-municipal associations. The administrative functions are performed by companies owned by the public bodies (Halkier, 2012, p. 49).

3.1.3 Centralised Systems with Partial Competences of the Regional (2nd Tier Local) Governments

In several countries the allocation of the regional development funds – especially the funds which are co-financed by the European Union – is centralised: the central government is responsible for these tasks. Therefore the managing authorities are bodies or agencies of the central government. The regional planning is partly centralised. This model is followed by the countries which have two-tier local government systems and the second tier local governments either are NUTS-3 units or they have limited competences.

This model is followed by the Republic of Slovakia. In 1996 eight regions (kraj) were established which are local governments and they have wide competences. The kraje are NUTS-3 units therefore they could not perform the tasks
of the NUTS-2 units. Thus the Slovakian regions have several competences of the regional planning, but the majority of them belongs to the central government and its agencies (Malíková & Jacko, 2016, pp. 289–290).

Similar model have evolved in Hungary after the municipal reform of 2012/2013. The Regional Development Councils were abolished. The majority of the competences of the regional development councils were transferred to the county governments (Hoffman, 2017, pp. 123–128 and Tosics, 2016, pp. 674–675). In Hungary the structure of the decision-making and executive tasks were transformed as well: until 2016 these tasks were performed by companies owned by the counties (regionális fejlesztési ügynökségek – regional development agencies) (Hoffman, 2015, pp. 126–127). The majority of these companies (six out of the seven regional development agencies) were nationalised and their tasks are now performed by the county offices of the Hungarian State Treasury and by the offices of the county governments (Hoffman, 2017, p. 130).

Similarly, the – NUTS-3 level – Swedish counties (län) have wide competences in the field of public services provision, but their tasks are very limited in the field of regional development (Johansson, 2000, p. 138). In the last decades the Swedish regional planning system became more decentralised. This decentralisation was influenced by the concept by the urban government, therefore the in the regional planning the urban-centred inter-municipal bodies have significant role (Giersig, 2008, p. 199).

The centralised model is based on the determinative role of the central government. Although the 1st and 2nd tier local governments have several competences the main policy-making competences belong to the central government and agencies. As a result of the New Public Management Reforms, the executive and decision-making bodies are often companies which are owned by the public bodies.

This model is followed mainly by small countries with one-tier system. Those countries which receive large amount from the EU funds prefer primarily the centralised model (Constantin et al., 2011, pp. 183–185). The system of the countries which were formerly important recipients of EU funding (Ireland, Portugal) have been partly decentralised after the Accession of the Eastern Central European New Member States to the European Union and now they belong to a practically mixed model. The Nordic countries could be interpreted as an exception from the above mentioned tendencies: although their municipalities have wide public service provision competences their regional planning and development structure is relatively centralised.

In 2011/12 the competences of the county governments transformed significantly. The former public service provision tasks of the county governments are fulfilled by the central government and its agencies, but the regional planning competences of the counties were strengthened, thus a new paradigm of the county governments, the paradigm of the "development counties" have been evolved (Hoffman, 2014, pp. 411-412).
3.2 Decentralised Model (In Larger Countries)

The administration of the regional development was strongly influenced by the regionalisation and decentralisation tendencies in Europe (Kacziba et al., 2016, pp. 45–47). These tendencies had multiple effects on the structure of the regional development. Firstly, the administration of the allocation of the development resources and the spatial planning became more decentralised, secondly the regional tier of the municipal system was transformed. The regional development administration systems of the Member States of the European Union have been impacted differently by this tendency (Hughes et al., 2005, p. 128).

The decentralised model of regional planning is based on the determinative role of the regional governments. Obviously, the national (central) governments have the competences of the coordination of the regional planning, but the allocation of the regional development resources and the regional planning tasks belong to the competences of the regional (typically 2nd or 3rd tier local) governments. Therefore this model is closely related to regionalisation, because the decentralisation of the central government development tasks or the concentration of the former municipal development tasks was one of the key elements of the regional reforms (Loughlin et al., 2011, p. 12).

These regional reforms were different: in several cases quasi-federal units have evolved. This different type of regionalisation resulted in different levels of the decentralisation of the regional planning systems.

3.2.1 Regional Development Administration Based on Regional (3rd Tier) Governments

The regionalisation tendency was based on the establishment or strengthening of the 3rd tier local governments, the regions. The example of these reforms was the French regional reform from the 1960s to present. Although the feudal France was based on the regions, the revolutionary and Napoleonic legislation introduced a centralised state and the regions – as the last resort of the ‘ancien régime’ – were abolished (Swann, 2012, p. 105). The new territorial units were the départements, the French counties, which had limited autonomy, the prefect (préfet) had significant supervisory powers.

Although the regions as administrative units were abolished the regional differences remained. Thus the regionalisation became an issue after the World War II. In 1955 22 planning regions (circonscriptions d’action régionale) were established, but these regions were part of the top-down planning structure. The next step of the regionalisation was the establishment of the regional prefect (préfet de region) in 1964 when the county prefects of the seat of the given regions received regional competences. Thus the territorial agencies of the central government were partly regionalised. These regional bodies had significant competences in the field of regional planning and development (Hooghe et al., 2016, p. 373).
The decentralised model evolved by the reforms of the *Loi Defferre* (1982) when the regional governments as 3rd tier local governments were established. Thus France have a two-tier regional government system: the first, lower tier is the level of the *départements* – which are NUTS-3 units – and the second, higher tier is the level of the regions – which are NUTS-2 units. These regions have a directly elected council. The majority of the competences of the regional *préfet* were transferred to the president of the regional council (Dantonel-Cor, 2007, pp. 35–38). One of the key issues of the French regional reforms was the decentralisation of the planning and development competences. The most important tasks and powers of the regional prefects were the competences on the allocation of the development resources. Although several allocation competences of the regional prefect remained, the major development tasks and powers were decentralised and now they are performed by the regional councils (Booth, 1996, p. 62).

Therefore the regions became the central bodies of the regional development. The regional – spatial – structure was significantly reformed in the last years: the former 21 mainland regions were merged into 12 mainland regions (the independent, special region status of Corsica and the five overseas regions were left unchanged). The powers of the regions have been strengthened by this reform, especially in the field of the public service provision. Because of the wide development competences the transformation has been just partially in this field (Marcou, 2015, pp. 26–30).

The French counties, the *départements* lost the majority of their development tasks, but several planning competences have remained. In the regionalised French system these units are the framework for the coordination of the planning activities of the first tier local governments. The fragmented municipal system has remained: there are more than 36,500 first tier local units (*communes*), but the reform of the *loi Chevènement* in 1999 transformed the local framework significantly. The new inter-municipal associations concentrated the majority of the local planning and development competences (Wollmann & Bouckaert, 2006, p. 11). *Thus a decentralised, region-centred model has evolved in France, where the counties and 1st tier local government have just partial, planning competences.* This French model was an example for the European regional reforms, especially in those countries which have followed the French model of public administration.

In Germany, *Bavaria* has a special status: the Bavarian system can be interpreted as a *decentralised one*, because the Bavarian districts (*Bezirke*) are regional governments, which have are primarily responsible for the regional planning and development (Weber & Köppert, 2015, p. 27).

Although several countries tried to introduce regional reforms in the Eastern Central European countries, the only successful reform was the regionalisation of Poland. The Polish model was based on the French decentralisation pattern, but it was different in some respect. Firstly, the Polish reform was...
based on the merge of the former NUTS-3 level units, the Polish counties, the 49 Voivodeships (województwo) were merged into 16 large Voivodeships which are interpreted as NUTS-2 level units. These Voivodeships are the third tier local governments with wide powers and tasks (Józsa, 2005, p. 200). Following the French regional planning and development model the councils of the voivodeships and their elected officers are responsible for the regional planning and the allocation of the development funds – including the funds from the European Union. Thus these regional bodies are the managing authorities of the EU structural funds in the regions (Swianiewicz, 2013, pp. 335–336). The second tier local governments, the districts (powiat) are smaller units with limited planning competences. The local municipalities, the first tier units (gmina) only have local planning tasks. The central government is responsible for the several, national development projects and for the coordination of the regional development policies (Jagielski, 2005, pp. 173–177). The Polish model is a decentralised one, but the central government has relatively significant powers in the field of regional planning. Thus the Polish model could be interpreted as an exceptional one among the Eastern Central European New Member States of the European Union.

A similar model has evolved in Italy. In the 19th century it was a strongly centralised, unitary state which was divided into provinces (provincia/province). The provincia was similar to the French département, it had a limited local government which was supervised by the prefect (prefetto) who was appointed by the central government (Cassese, 2010, pp. 254–255). The regional development and the planning was centralised, the province and the municipalities (comune) had partial competences only. Although the Italian state was centralised the regional differences and inequalities remained. The unitary nature of the Italian state has remained, the Republic of Italy is “one and indivisible” (“una e indivisibile”) but the local and regional government system has been transformed after the World War II. Although the provinces (province) have been conserved by the administrative law, the regions (regione) were established. The regions became responsible for the tasks of regional planning and development and they are responsible for the allocation of the development fund – including the funds co-financed by the European Union. The regions have very wide autonomy, they have legislative powers. Unlike the French model, in Italy an asymmetrical regional system has evolved. Several regions have special status. This special status is related to the ethnic diversity (the German ethnic majority in Alto-Adige/Südtirol and the French ethnic majority in Valle d’Aosta/Vallée d’Aoste) and the traditional differences in Italy, especially the disparities between Northern and Southern Italy. Thus several regions have special competences – official status of the minority and regional languages or the widened powers of the regional governments in the field of regional development, taxation and public service provision (Franchini & Vesperini, 2012, pp. 108–111). The significance of the regions have been strengthened after 2014 when the competences of the province were weakened, and the direct election of the provincial assemblies and the provincial
councils (giunta provinciale) as municipal organs were abolished by the legge Delrio (legge 7 aprile 2014, n 56). The competences and the autonomy of the metropolitan cities have been strengthened by this act, as well (Amorosi & Cinque, 2015, p. 367). Thus the Italian regions have a very strong autonomy: it is highlighted by the literature that Italy is a regionalised state, because the regions have more competences than a regional municipality but have less powers than the member states of a federative state (Mangiamelli, 2014, pp. 3–5).

3.2.2 Between Federalism and Decentralisation

The regional reforms in Europe have different outputs. The French and Italian pattern of regionalisation was reviewed in section 2.1. In several countries the transfer from the central to the regional governments were more significant. In these countries several key competences of the central governments were regionalised, as well. Therefore the competences of the regional units are close to the competences of a member states of the federation. Although these units are very similar to the member states, the classification is not obvious. In several cases the concept of the unitary state prevail in the national constitution, and in other cases the state nature is questionable. Thus this model can be interpreted as a transitional one.

3.2.2.1 A “Quasi” or “De-Facto” Federation and the Regional Development: Spain

The regional development system of Spain can be interpreted as this quasi-federative model. After the Fall of the Franco regime, during the Democratic Transition the Spanish Constitution of 1978 introduced a strongly decentralised model. The model of this constitution was based on an asymmetric devolution model. The autonomy of the regional entities – the comunidad autónoma – was recognised by the Constitution, but their exact tasks and powers should be defined by the statutes of these autonomies which are organic laws (ley Orgánica). Several comunidad autónoma have special status, especially in the field of cultural autonomy and in the field of the official language of the region. Thus Catalonia (Cataluña/Catalunya), the Basque Country (Pais Vasco / Euskadi) and Galicia have special rights: their regional language is an official language. Formerly these regions had larger autonomy in the field of taxation, public services, regional planning and development (Rodríguez-Arana, 2008, pp. 207-208), but the asymmetry of the Spanish regional system has decreased in the last decades. Now the special autonomy of the policing and the regional language as official language has remained as the major element of the special status of these regions. Thus the Spanish regional reforms were interpreted as a top-down federalisation, and the Estado de las Autonomías (literally translate: State of the Autonomies) as a federative system (Moreno, 2001, pp. 2–4).

Although the wide competences of the regions the Spanish administrative system could not be interpreted as a federal one. The concept of the unitary state is declared by the Spanish Constitution. Therefore the regions are inter-
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Interpreted as *regional municipalities with wide competences* by the Spanish Constitutional Court – by which the referendum on the independence of Catalonia was declared unconstitutional (Elisenda Casanas & Rocher, 2014, pp. 27–28). The Spanish regions have legislative powers and they are responsible for the regional planning in the *comunidad autonoma* and the allocation of the development funds – especially the funds cofinanced by the European Union – belongs to the competences of the regional governments (Viver Pi-Sunyer, 2013, pp. 455–457). The original territorial units of the centralised state, the NUTS-3 level counties (*provincial*) have remained, but their competences are limited and they are focused on the planning issues.

The Spanish model is a strongly decentralised one. The Spanish regions are interpreted legally as local governments, but their tasks and powers are similar to the member states of the federations. Therefore Spain has a *quasi-federative model*.

3.2.2.2 An Asymmetrical Federation (?): The United Kingdom

The regional planning and development model of the United Kingdom can be interpreted as a transitive and special one. Before the reforms of the 90s the United Kingdom was a relatively centralised state. The 2nd tier local governments, the counties have several regional planning and development competences but these tasks belonged mainly to the powers of the central government. After the EU Accession of United Kingdom regional reforms occurred. These regional reforms were based on deconcentrating the central powers: the regional bodies were practically agencies of the central government. Such regional agencies were the Government Offices for the (English) Regions (GOR) which were organised in England in 1994 and they were primarily responsible for regional planning and development – especially for the tasks related to the European regional policies. The tasks of the GORs were supported by the regional development agencies which were mainly companies owned by public bodies (Shutt, 1996, p. 92).

The traditional British system has been transformed by the *devolution* process. The devolution is similar to the concept of the *decentralisation*, but it is partly different (Cole, 2006, pp. 1–3., Copus et al., 2017, pp. 12–13 and Siket, 2017, pp. 133–135). Firstly, the devolution had different meanings. In the first phase of the devolution, several competences were transferred to the constituent nations of the United Kingdom. Thus the establishment of the legislative bodies and governments of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland was interpreted as the devolution of the United Kingdom. This devolution was an asymmetric one: the powers and duties of these legislative bodies and governments are different. Such regional legislative bodies and governments have not been established in England, the powers and duties of these bodies are fulfilled by the Parliament and the Government of the United Kingdom. The regional planning and development tasks in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are performed by these bodies. The newly organised legislative
bodies and governments have very wide powers which are very similar to the member states of the federations. But the United Kingdom was considered as a “quasi-federation” because traditionally the statehood of these units were not recognised (Burgess, 2006, p. 131). This approach partly changed when Scotland had the opportunity to hold a referendum on the independence. Thus the Scottish statehood was recognised by the permissive act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom (McHarg, 2016, pp. 102–104).

The transfer of powers to the constituent nations of the United Kingdom and thus the “federalisation” of Great Britain is interpreted as a devolution of the British government system. However the (top-bottom) strengthening of the English municipalities (especially the counties and the unitary councils and partly the districts) is a part of the devolution (Copus et al., 2017, pp. 12–14). the different meanings of the devolution the British system can be considered as a transitive one. If Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are interpreted as regional entities then it is relatively decentralised, because these units have wide development competences. If the constituent nations could be considered as member states of a federation than the model of the United Kingdom can be interpreted as a centralised, federal system. The counties and unitary authorities have narrow competences in regional development. The majority of the regional development tasks have been centralised, the former atypical – the so called „non-departmental“ – bodies responsible for several regional development tasks, the regional development agencies and the regional assemblies (OECD report, 2009, pp. 146–148) were abolished between 2008 and 2012 (firstly the abolition of the regional assemblies begun, then the regional development assemblies were abolished between 2010 and 2012) (Cullingworth et al., 2014, pp. 16–18).

The regional reforms transformed the system of the regional development in several – especially relatively larger – EU Member States. Firstly, the decentralised system is followed by the larger countries of Europe. Regional level municipal bodies became responsible for the major tasks of the regional development in France, Italy and Poland. In Spain and in the United Kingdom a special, quasi-federative system has evolved. The challenges of the economic crisis after 2008 impacted this system strongly: tendencies of recentralisation and concentration could be observed. In France the model was concentrated by the amalgamation of the regions. In Spain the expansion of the regional autonomy has stopped. In England the former non-departmental bodies, the regional development agencies and the regional assemblies were abolished.

### 3.3 Federal Model

The federal states could be interpreted as an independent model. In these countries there are subnational units which have statehood. These entities have wide responsibilities, and obviously the tasks of regional development belong to the competences of the member states of the federation therefore the federal (central) government has typically limited powers in this field.
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regulation on the municipal system is mainly the competence of the member states, therefore different systems have been evolved. The regional structure of these federation is various.

3.3.1 Regional Planning Centralised by the Member States of the Federation

This model is typical in the small federations, especially in Austria (Belgium has a special, more decentralised model, see in point 4.2.). The member states of the Austrian federation, the provinces (Bundesländer) are NUTS-2 (“regional”) level entities and they have a one-tier municipal system which is relatively fragmented, having more than 2000 municipalities (Gemeinde) (Neuhofer, 1998, pp. 22–23). Therefore the planning and development competences of the municipalities is very limited: it focuses on the development of the community. The widespread inter-municipal cooperation in the Austrian Länder are mainly common framework for the municipal developments and for the joint application for development aid (Neuhofer, 1998, pp. 567–572).

Therefore the competences of the regional planning and development are centralised by the regional level entities, by the provences. The Länder have statehood, they have unicameral state parliaments (Landtag) and the state government, the Landesregierung which is led by the Landeshauptmann (“Chief of the Province” or “Governor”). In the Austrian system the planning belongs to the tasks of the state parliaments, and the state governments are responsible for the decision-making and the execution of the plans, especially the allocation of the development funds (Adamovich et al., 2014., pp. 60–61 and pp. 194–195). As a result of the New Public Management reforms, several governmental development tasks are performed by the regional development agencies, which are mainly companies (Ltd. – GmbH – and corporation – AG) or legal persons governed by the private law (Halkier, 2012, p. 45).

Similar model evolved in the small German provinces (Länder), especially in the city states of Germany (Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen und Bremerhaven). In these provinces the state parliaments and the state governments are responsible for the regional planning and development. These bodies are not only organs of a federal states but they can interpreted as municipal organs, as well (Musil & Kirchner, 2012, pp. 92–93).

3.3.2 Federal Models with Shared Competences Between State and Local Government

The federal models with shared competences between state and local government is primarily followed by Germany. In the German – decentralised – federal system the states (provinces) – which are NUTS-1 level units – are primarily responsible for the tasks of regional planning and development (Chilla et al., 2016, p. 16). These provinces have unicameral parliaments (Landtag) and a state government which is responsible to the state parliament. The ma-
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Major policy-makers at the state level are the state ministries (Milke & Reutter, 2012, pp. 43–44). The structure of the state government is different, but the tasks of the competences of regional planning and development belong primarily to the portfolio of the state ministries responsible for economics.

Although the main policy-makers in the field of regional planning and development are the German states (provinces) the municipal system has significant tasks. Typically the German Länder have a two-tier municipal systems, the second tier is the NUTS-3 level, which are the Landkreise (counties) and the kreisfreie Städte (actually unitary authorities). These municipalities have planning and development competences, as well. In the majority of the German provinces several tasks of the regional planning and development are performed by special inter-municipal associations, by the planning associations (Planungsverbände) which are typically obligatory inter-municipal associations, and their members are the counties (Landkreise) and the communities (Gemeinde) (Erbguth et al., 2015, p. 19, and Brüning, 2013, p. 68). This model has impacted by the New Public Management reforms: regional development agencies (which are mainly companies governed by the private law) were established and the tasks of these inter-municipal associations have been expanded, especially in the field of the organisation of the regional (public) transport (Benz & Meinecke, 2006, pp. 67–70).

Belgium has a similar system. The unitary Belgium became a regionalised state after the constitutional reform of 1970. The regionalised state developed into a federal state after the reforms of 1993 which was strengthened by the amendment of the Belgian Constitution in 2001 (Balázs, 2011, p. 276). The member states of the Belgian federations, especially the governments of the regions (Flanders, the Walloon Region and the Brussels Region) as NUTS-1 level entities are responsible for the tasks of the regional development. The local governments, especially the NUTS-2 level provinces (province/provincie) as regional governments have important competences in this field, as well (Wayenberg et al., 2011, pp. 81–83).

The federal states have special structures: the federal units have wide competences in the field of regional planning and development. In Austria the provinces are the major bodies responsible for regional planning and development but in Germany and Belgium these competences are shared between the member states and the second tier municipalities and the inter-municipal associations for performing planning and development tasks. The New Public Management Reforms influenced the model of these countries, as well. During the 1980s and the 1990s regional development agencies have been established which remained after the crisis.

4 Conclusion

The municipalities are responsible for the local development but they are important actors of the regional development policies, as well. Although they
have significant competencies, their roles are different. It depends on the size of the country, the local government system and the general model of the regional development. Thus the centralised, the decentralised and the federal models can be distinguished. In this (review) article the main elements of the administration of the regional planning and development were reviewed.

The administration of regional planning has been strongly influenced by the European integration. Significant resources are provided by the European Structural and Investment Funds and other EU funds. The allocation of these funds was a major task of those countries which have been recipients of these resources. The regional approach of the structural funds was a catalyst of the territorial reforms in several EU Member States. This approach was related to the New Public Management (NPM) paradigm, as well. The decentralisation was one of the major elements of the NPM-influenced reforms during the 1980s and 1990s. Although originally the regional tendencies in Europe were based on the NPM-related reforms these changes were supported by the post-NPM paradigms (especially by the Good Governance paradigm), as well. Thus the cooperation with the stakeholders and with the society has been highlighted by the reforms in the late 1990s and 2000s.

The impact of the European Union funds have been different. In the New Member States the centralised model is the dominant one, because of the smaller size of the countries and the significant role of the EU funds in the regional development of these countries. The allocation of these resources was controlled by the central government and its agencies. In several Member States special hybrid bodies evolved which partly transformed into municipal nature bodies (especially into special inter-municipal associations). Thus the decentralisation was finally stimulated by these funds in these countries (for example in Ireland and Portugal).

After the economic crisis of 2008 new approaches evolved in the administration of regional development. The centralisation and the concentration of the structures was stimulated by the impact of the crisis. This tendency could be observed in the centralised systems, where the former partly decentralised, regional bodies and agencies were abolished (especially in Greece and partly in Hungary), and in regionalised systems where the regional units were merged (in France) or the federal tendencies were stopped (in Spain and partly in Italy). This centralisation was related to the reduced influence of the NPM and to the shifting of paradigm, especially the evolvement of the paradigm of the Neo Weberian State (Pollitt – Bouckaert, 2017, pp. 18–26). Thus the tendencies of “re-municipalisation” and “re-nationalisation” could be observed. In the 90s and in the 2000s the regional development agencies were mainly established as companies owned by public bodies. In the last decade the system of these agencies have been transformed in several countries (for example in the United Kingdom and in Hungary). These agencies have been abolished or their tasks have been transferred to public bodies, therefore a “re-municipalisation” procedure can be observed.
It can be concluded that the differences of centralised, decentralised and federal systems have remained, but several transformations could be observed and in several countries the model of the administration changed in the last decades. A convergence can be observed: the competences of the municipal bodies have been strengthened. Firstly the municipal bodies received new competences, especially in the field of the regional planning. In several countries the former central agencies transformed into inter-municipal bodies. Secondly, in the decentralised countries the coordination competences of the central government have been strengthened. These changes were strongly impacted by the regulation on the EU funds and by the EU cohesion and regional policy.
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